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FIGURB A-7 Speed.distance profile for GVW =
132,000 lb, NIIP = 330 hp, Ca = 0.00044, C+ -
0.04, and GVW/NHP = 400.
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FIGURB A-B Speed-distance profile for GVW =
132,000 lb, NIIP = 330 hp, C3 = 0.003, C4 =
0.0228, and GVW/NHP = 400.
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Influence of the Geometric Design of Highway
Ramps on the Stability and Control of
Heavy-Duty Trucks
R()IIERT D. ERVIN, CI{ARLES c. MacADAMo arrt MICIIELTE B^RNBS

ÀBSTRACT

A research study is described in whicb accidents experienced by tractor-serni-trailers on expressvJay ranps $ere found to depend J.argely on the interaction
betvreen highway geometrics and vehicle dynamic behavior. rhe accident rates oftractor-semitrailers on expresseray rarnps in five states were scanned to select14 individual ramps that exhibited an unusual incidence of serious accidentsinvoLving these vehicles. The geonetrics of each rånp were fulry defined in acomputer simulation in such â eray that the dynanic behavior of exâmpre tractor-semitrailers couLd be examined. The results of combined study of accident data,sinulated vehicle response, and geometric detairs of ramp aeãign are presented.The findings of the study Índicate that the maneuvering iírit" of certaintrucks are quite 1o¡¡ relative to those of auto¡nobiles so current practice inramp design leaves an extrenely small nargin for control of heavy vehicles. Thêprimary design issues are embodied in the nominal side friction fâctor achievedat each curve, the transition geometry, and the rayout and signing of curvesegments in order tó assure that truck speeds are suitubry reduced for negoti-ating small-radius curves.

The geonetric design of highway ranps is guided bythe design policy of AÀSHTO (l). These policies pro-
vide specific guidance on the relationshÍps among
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curve radius, superelevation, transition sections,
vehicle speeds, and other details that control ramp
design. For a given anticipated ra¡np layout, there
exists a range of variations, which are allowed
within the design policy, in each design parameter.
In the real wor1d, ramps that are in service around
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the country exlribit even further variations in pa-
raneters because they were built before the tighter
prescripcions of modern design or because certain
physical or economic obstacles made strict adherence
to the AASHTO policy unachievabLe. AccordingLy, it
is clear that highway ramp design varies widely
around the country.

When considering the margins of safety that ex-
isting ramps provide for the operation of heavy-duty
trucks, it is i¡n¡nediately apparent that the consid-
erations that underlie ranp design recomnendations
in the ÀASHTO design manuaL (1) make little or no
alLowance for the special reguirements of trucks.
Indeed, it is cLear that the geometric design of
ranps is alnost exclusively rationaLized on the
basis of automobile usage. This situation is in dis-
tinct contrast with the specifÍc attention that is
givên to truck requirements in other areas of road
design, such as climbing lanes, the width of turning
roadways, corner radii at intersectÍons, and certain
sight distance considerations. The particular truck
requirements of interest, here are those that govern
the limits of vehicle stability and control. Thus,
both because of the variations in design that exist
from one ra¡np to the next and because even the rec-
onmended design policies take no particular note of
truck stability and control limits, it appears to be.
reasonable to explore the possible conflicts that
trucks may encounter in negotiating highway ranps.

Particular inpetus for such exploration is given
by the accident. record for trucks in general, recog-
nizing for example that the accident file of the
Bureau of Motor Carrier safety (BMcs) for 1980 shovts
that 9 percent of alt jackknife accidents and 16.8
percent of all truck rollovers occur on ramps.
clearly, such percentages arê much higher thân the
fraction of total híghway miles represented by ramp
sections. The influence of certain of the geo¡netric
design variables of ramps on accidents or opera-
tional aspects, or both, has been examined by many
investigators in the past (2-15) r although no one
has focused a ramp-accident study specifically on
trucks. Nevertheless, some studies (?l have found
trucks to be underinvolved in the population of all
aggregated ranp accidents relative to their presence
in the traffic stream. such findings' together vrith
the indication in the BMCS data that trucks are
overinvolved in loss-of-control accidents on ramps,
nìay suggest that the main problen that trucks expe-
rience on ramps is that of controlLabilityr although
t,he potêntiat for collision accidents involving
trucks on ramps rnay be ho worsêr or even better,
than that of other vehicles.

To examine truck controllability problems on
ramps, and to relate the¡n to geometric design, a
project was conducted by the University of Michigan
Transportat.ion Research Institute (UMTRI) under
sponsorship of the FHWA. This paper is a report on
the proninent findíngs of that study that serve to
identify the special types of conflict that occur.

METHODOLOGY

The study first sought to identify specific examples
of highway ramps on which had occurred an inordinate
nu¡nber of loss-of-controL types of truck accidents.
Because it was deter¡nined that national-level acci-
dent files do not contain sufficient detail to en-
able identification of individual ra¡nps, it i,ras nec-
essary to draw fron the accident fil.es of selected
states in order to identify ra¡nps for study. Because
it was not. possible to clearly deternine accident
rat,es because of a lack of exposure inforrnation, a

"first cut" in selecting ramps r,ras done on the basis
of absolute numbers of truck accidents at indivÍduaL
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sites. f{ith the aid of automated data-processing
capabiLities, a number of states were able both to
identify indivÍdua1, heavily involved ramps and to
supply hard-copy reports for each truck accident on
the selected ramps. During exânination of each of
the individual accident reports for each candidate
ramp, a total set of L5 ramps was selected. The par-
ticipating states were California, IIlinois. Mary-
land, l4ichigan, ând Ohio.

Engineering drawings were obtained docunenting
the geonetric design' posted speeds' and traffic
control devices at each of the selected ramp sites.
The individual accident reports fro¡n each ramp vrere
then examined ctosely to locate the approxirnate
point on the ramp at which t.he loss-of-control
events appeared to be occurring. In general, it was
possible to focus attention on a specific curve or
transition area on each ramp. lhe geometric data
needed to completely define the curvature, superele-
vation, and grade of each ramp section of interest
were then provided âs input to a comprehensive sinu-
Iation of the dynamic behavior of heavy-duty trucks
Gli). îhe sirnulation nodel provides a 32-degree-of-
freedorn representation of a tractor-semitrailer r al-
lowing the fuII range of steêring and braking maneu-
vers over the three-dinensional roadvray. The model
is configured such that an active "driver" system
steers the vehicle, following the lane centerline
with response characterístics that are denonstrably
like those of a real driver up to the control lirnit
conditions (-IZ). The validity of the simulation
model has been demonstrated in vârious exercises
that conpared computed results with experínental
measurements from full-scale tests (18-¿9_).

Each of the selected ramps was examined by means
of the simulated operation of tractor-se¡nitrailers
that were represented in t!,ro loading conditions'
nameJ-y (a) a baseline loading placing thê payload
center of gravity (CG) at 83 in. above the ground--a
value that is thought to characterize a large frac-
tion of typical truck traffic and (b) a loading case
with the payload CG at a height of I05 in. r which is
representative of vârious specialized tank vehicles
as weII as van trailers carrying a fuII cube load of
hornogeneous freight. The tractor-semitrailers were
simulated at various speeds--sone cases at the
posted advisory speed value and so¡ne above--over
each ramp. The gross motion response of the vehicle
v¡âs then interpreted in terms of a likely loss-of-
control outcone.

The si¡îulation results, supported by various
other research findings that generâIize on the dy-
namic behavior of heavy vehiclesr serve to ident.ify
certain aspects of ramp geo¡netric design that tend
to restrict the ¡nargins of safety available for
truck operation. Five cases that serve to illustrate
the more potentially signifÍcant of these aspects of
ramp design wilI be discussed.

ILLUSTRATIVE CÀSES

Heavy-duty trucks and truck combinations suffer con-
straints on their tnaneuvering câpability in negoti-
ating ramps as a result of certain size paraneters
and also because of certain limitations in the
¡nechanical performance of the vehicles and thelr
components. In additionr it may be inferred frorn
reading the hard-copy accident reports that a sub-
stantiâl number of truck drivers tend to take ramps
too fast, perhaps because of the desire to keep up
speed in anticipation of merging or sinply because
of a lack of appreciation for the s¡na1} tolerance
that sone ramp designs afford for trucks exceeding
the advisory speeds.

In the iLl.ustrative câses that follorr' the cited
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"problems" fall either into the category of inherent
linitations in truck stability and control quaLities
or into the category in which truck driver behavior
appears to frequently involve peculiar nisjudgrnents.
Each case is fÍrst characterized by the particular
aspect of ramp design that, appears to be connected
r¡ith the truck control problem of interest.

Case I (side frictíon factor is excessive given the
roll stability limits of many trucks)

The first case involves the exit ramp that is
sketched in Figure L. Às shown, Curve 3 is preceded
and follov¡ed by spiral transitions and is posted
with an advisory speed of 35 mph. The R and J desig-
nations indicate the approximate points at which
vehicLes involved in rollover and jackknife acci-
dents ca¡ne to rest. At 35 mph, t.he 342-ft radius of
this ra¡np curve yields a centripetal acceleration of
0.24 g. Although the lead-in spiral is 150 ft long
(ample for full attainment of the 0.28 ft,/ft super-
elevat.ion of the curve), the full superelevation is
not developed until almost conpletely through the
curve. Thus, at the point, of entry of the steady
curve, the superelevation level (e) is only 0.03
ft/ft, and the side friction factor (f) at that
point is 0.21. Àlthough it is unusual and perplexing
to find a spiral transition thaÈ provides such an
incornplete development of superelevation at the
point of curvature, it is general pract.ice on non-
spiraled transitions to have achieved only one-half
to tgro-thirds of the full superelevat,ion level at
the initial point of curvature.

Shown in Figures 2 and 3 are si¡nulation result.s
that illustrate the dynarnic response at 35 and 40
mph, respectiveJ.y, of a tractor-se¡nitrailer that is
loaded with freight in the high CG configuration
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(payl,oad mass center at 105 in.) and that is oper-
ated over t,he cited curve. The results show that the
vehicl-e at 35 mph experiences a near rollover, with
a large anount of load being transferred from the
right to the Left tires. The transient. character of
the maneuver is such, however, that the roll re-
sponse hâs not fully developed during the brief du-
ration of the peak lateral acceleration level. Thus
the vehicle rrjust squeaks by" at the posted speed by
virtt¡e of the relatively short-lÍved peak de¡nand
condition. In the 40 mph case (Figure 3) it can be
seen that the tire loads on the right have reached
zero at approximately 5.5 sec into the run--at which
ti¡ne the vehícle is approximately 50 ft beyond the
leading end of the constant-radius curve. Although
the zero-Load condition on the tractor rs inside
wheels signals an i¡nminent rollover, the body of the
vehicle vrould not actually strike the ground for
another 100 ft or so.

Although, at first note, it appears surprising
that a comrnon comrnercial vehicle will nearly rolJ.
over at the posted ramp speed on a primary U.S.
highway, it is instructive to examine the margin of
safety that is reflected in the side friction factor
that pertains to the cited curve. Shown in Figure 4
is a diagran of the components that nake up the in-
stantaneous side friction factor at the advisory
speed of 35 nph, plotted as a function of the longi-
tudinal position along the ramp sect.ion. The figure
presents the centripetal acceleration (e + f), the
side friction factor (f), and a suggested "likely"
side friction demand curve that is 15 percent above
the f curve¡ reflecting the level of steering fluc-
tuat.ions that has been ¡neasured in tests of the nor-
maI driving of a tractor-semitrailer through ex-
pressway ramps Ql). Because superelevation is not
fully developed along the spiral transition, the
peak side friction factor of. 0.2I, at the point of

R - Rollover
J - Jockknife

CURVE DATA

SC = ¡¡ -ZLZS'
cs= 35+43.74'

R = 342.06'
L. ??2.O|
O = 16045'

FIGURE I Layout of gite that poses a challenge to truck roll stability level.
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FIGURE 3 Responee variable¡ showing rollover at 40 mph.

curvature (SC), corresponds to a dernand level of
0.24. allowing for steering fluctuatlons. This de-
mand level Ís essentially equal to the steady-state
rollover threshold linit of fully loaded tractor-
semitrallers that lie at the low end of the stability
range of vehlcl.es ln co¡n¡non service (22) .

To reconcile the clear hazard that such a curve
will pose for many heavy-duty vehiclesr lt is useful
to note, firstr that at the final superelevation
value of 0.08 ft,/ft, the curve would be character-
ized by a nominal frlction factor of 0.16. This
value ls in virtual compliance with the AÀSHîO rec-
om¡nendation of a maxi¡nun of 0.155 for the side frlc-
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tion value in curves posted at 35 nph. The first
issuer thenr concerns the basic natter of the suit-
ability of a design policy that allows frlction fac-
tor levels of 0.f55 (or 0.16) r recognizing that
loaded heavy vehicles exhibit statlc rollover
threshold levels as loyr as 0.24. À full discussion
of this natter Uould reguire review of (a) the es-
sentÍal basls for the ÀÀSHTO policy on side frlction
factors and (b) the ¡nechanics and operatlonal reali-
ties that deter¡nlne the roll stabllity levels of
heavy comrnercial vehicles. Although no cornprehensive
treatise can be attempted here. a minor elaboration
on each polnt is warranted.
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FIGURE 2 Vehicle response variables fo¡ travel through the ramp of Figure t
at 35 mph.
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The low stability level of trucks derives, of
course, from the height (H) of the center of gravity
of the co¡nbined payload and tare vehicle relative to
the track width (T) and to a host of other sensitiv-
ities involving t,he cornpliances of tires, suspen-
sions, fifth wheets, and frames (23.). perhaps part
of the reason that truck stâbllity li¡nits may have
been traditionatly overestimated, and thus dis¡nissedin considerations of highway design, is that the ve-hicle was consÍdered to be effectively rigidl inrollr such that t,he roll stabitity limit, in grs,
would be simpLy T/2H. If. it had been assuned that
trucks were as stable âs the T/2H f.ígúres suggest,
with minimum values around 0.45 gts, it wouLd have
been reasonable to conclude that the skidding lirnitof approximately 0.35 for automobiles constituted
the effective design condition. Because of thê co¡n-
pliant, ele¡nents in actual trucks, hovrever, rollover
occurs at approxj.mâtely 60 percent of the T/2H
values (?Zl. Shown in Figure 5, for example, arefive comrnon vehicle loading arrangenents with their
accornpanying rolt stability limits. Clearly, a num-
ber of cornmon freight loadings render vehicle roll-
over threshold levels that are quite near the levelsof side friction factors that prevail in the Case j.
exanple.

ÀLthough the transit,ion of superelevation in this
example is nonideal. and certainly disapproved of by
AÀSHTO as a design practice, the fact that a zero
tnargin of safety exists with some trucks should not
be dismissed as attributable simply to the transi-
tion ano¡naly. ['or the more conmon cases in r.ùhich
superelevation is transitioned without spirals, the
ÀASHTO-preferred tnethod would have tvro-thirds of the
superelevatlon achieved at the point of curvature.
Even this policy would still aLlo¡,, a side friction
fâctor as high as 0.20 in the transit,ion portion of
the curve, thus yielding 0.23 as the effect.ive side
friction demand level, allowing for steering fluctu-
ations. Thus it appears that the problem that led to
the identification of the Case 1 ramp âs heavily in-
voLved in truck loss-of-cont,rol accidents ls (a)
understandable in terms of ranp geornetry and (b)
rather generalty antícipated for rarnp curves that
are built to the linits of the reco¡nmended AÀSHTO
practice.

It is also worth¡rhile to note that ÀÀSHTO design
policy for low-speed urban streets allows side frlc-
tion factors up to 0.30! Such a 1evel will surely
yield rollover in a large fraction of the population
of loaded co¡nmercial vehicles.

Çase 2 (truckers assu¡ne that, the ra¡np advisory spee<l
does not apÞlv to a¡.I curves on the ramp)

One aggravating aspect of the truck loss-of-control
problen on rarnps is that many ramps involve ¡nultiple
curved seg¡nents that have differing side friction
factor dernands, although only one ramp speed is gen-
erally posted. Às a consequence, it appears that
truckers occasionally assume, at sone point along
the rarnp, that they have now passed the curve or
curves that warranted the Low value for the posted
speed. Subsequently, they begin to speed up ln prep-
aration for the nerging task, only to flnd that the
remainíng curve Lg at least as demanding of the low
advisory speed condition as was the preceding por-
tion of the ranp.

À clear case in point is the râ¡¡tp shor.rn in Figure
6--a loop with four curves !,rithin a partial clover-
J.eaf, rural interchange. The ranp is posted at 25
nph and has tvro rather sharp curves at either end
and two internediate curves with rnore noderate

trons¡t¡on of -lsuperelevol¡on, e I

TS SC CS

FIGUR.D 4 Elemerrts of side friction demand compared with
range of truck rollover tolerance for ramp curve layout of
Figure l.

The AÀSHTO poticy (1) on side friction factor aL-
lowance is clearly based on consideration of (a) theproxiníty of the friction demand level to the lat-
eral traction Li¡nits of auto¡nobiles, beyond which
'rside skidding'r nay occur and (b) tf¡e point of dis-
confort noted by automobile drivers. It is clear
that the maximum reco¡n¡nended values for side frlc-
tion factor have been set by ÀASHTO primarily to
avoid driver díscomfort. It is apparent that thls
policy intends a substantially larger nargin than is
achieved wÍth heavy trucks that âre at the lohrer
(but by no neans râre) end of the stability spec-
trum. For example, the discussion of the AASHTO po1-
icy in the green book (L) indicates that the effec-
tive limit conditÍon is-established by the maxi¡num
side frictÍon capacity of autonobile tires (as lou
as 0.35 at 45 mph) that can be sustained vrithout
skidding on eret pavements r,rith srþoth treads. Àc-
cordingly, the guidelines that lirnit the design
value of side friction factor (to a rnaxÍmum of O.1Z
at 20 rnph) appear to reflect a substantial degree of
conservat,ism Ín behalf of auto¡nobiJ.es. Indeed, the
design policy for side friction factors has been
derived to accon¡nodate the Li¡nits of driver discom-
fort--at hthich leveIs the conservatis¡n relat.ive to
sÍde skidding ís quite generous.

Considering the nârgin of safety for trucks, hoer-
ever, it is apparent thât there âl.so exlsts a funda-
¡nental difference betvreen the respective probabili-
ties that trucks and automobiles wíll ',bump againstrl
their reËpective naneuvering timits when traversing
a denanding ramp. Although, on one hand, an auto¡no-
bile nay be constrained by a 0.35 traction coeffi-
cient only when (a) smooth tires and (b) a poor
pavement texture condition are cotnblned with (c) wet
weather, an adversely loaded truck vrill be continu-
ally constrained by its low rollover threshold char-
acteristic as it goes down the road. Accordingly, it
can be seen not only that the truck rnargin of safety
on AÀSHTo-reco¡n¡nended ramps can be exceedingly nar-
ro9r, in absolute terns, conpared wlth the margÍns
provided for automobiles but also that the risk of
loss of control for certain trucks is continuaL
rather than tenporaLly dependent on malntenance
factors and vreather.
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FIGURE 5 Inading data and resulting rollover threeholds for example

tractor-semitrailers at full load.
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FIGURE 6 Layout of compound curve ramP.
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radii. Listed in the following table are the essen-
tial data for each of the four curves.

Curve Radius Length Side Friction
No. (ft) (ft) Factor
I 2s0 435 0.09
2 s20 993 0.00
3 s00 L44 0.003
4 252 362 0.09

Spiral transitions to the tangent legs at both
ends of thls rarûp provide that both Curves I and 4

are superelevated at 0.08 fþ/f.t throughout their
lengths. Thus the no¡¡inal values llsted for slde
friction factor are also the rnaxinum values.

The truck accid€nts that occur on èhis ranp are
all clustered at the approximate nidlength location
of Curve 4. Because Curves I and 4 are both charac-
terized by identical. values of side friction factor,
it can only be sur¡nized that truck drivers (a) rea-
sonably satisfy the speed requirenents of Curve I
but then (b) ¡nisjudge the continuing need for re-
taining the lov¡ advisory speed while traveling the
l'100 ft through the nild curves (Curves 2 and 3).
The analysis shoers that a high-CG tractor-seml-
trailer such as cited Ín Case I r,rould ro11 over ln
Curve 4 if the driver perrnitted his speed to exceed
34 mph.

The number of jackknife accldents reported at
this site eguals the nurnber of rollover incidents,
which suggests that heavy braking is probably being
âpplied when the driver perceives that general loss
of control is i¡nminent. Àltbough this site l¡as un-
usual because the posted speed was mandated by the
designs of'both the initial and the final curves on
the ramp, a number of other problen sltes erere also
identified where drivers apparently lost the convic-
tion that the speed advisory still applled later in
the ramp. Àgain, the trucker is peculiarly vulner-
able in the event of such a rnisjudgnent because of
t,he small tolerance that the low-stability vehicle
has for lncreased side friction factors.

ALso, it appears reasonable to hypothesize that
the very short lengths of acceleration lane avail-
able for brÍnging a fulJ.y loaded rig up to speed
serve to encourage the drlver to achieve as ¡nuch
speed as possible within the ramp before rnerging.
For example, Ít was noted that a typical 80r000-1b
tractor-semÍtrailer combination powered by a 250-hp
engine wiII require in excese of 51000 ft to accel-
erate from a rarnp speed of 25 nph to 50 nph (24).
Indeed, even the provision of an ÀÀSHTO-reco¡n¡nended
acceleration 1ane. 11100 ft 1n length (f), does vir-
tually nothing to Lessen the truck driverrs concerns
over nerging with mini¡nu¡n disruption of through
traffic. Thus, although the truck ilriver who exceeds
the posted ramp speed can be criticized, it appears
more realistic to observe that the sum of the high-
way geonetric constraints imposed in this case has
'rboxed in" the driver and, perhapsr pronoted the
possibility of misjudgments.

Case 3 (deceleration lane lengths are deficient for
trucks, resulting in excessive speeds at the
entrance of sharplv curved ranps)

The 1965 ÀÀsHO blue book (25, gives a definitive
background rationale behind the recom¡nended lengths
of deceleration lanes. Notwithstanding the careful
basÍs that is developed for designlng such lanes to
meet the needs and comfort threshold of automobiLe
drivers, both the blue and green book specifications
for deceleratlon lanes pJ.ace a substantial burden on
the stopplng capabiLity of many heavy-duty truck
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combinations. The background figures in the blue
book reveal that the "co¡nfortable" Ievel of deceler-
ation for automobile drivers slowing from 55 tnph is
0.24 gts. The recotnnended lengths for deceleration
Ianes are calculated to allow approxirnately 3 sec of
deceleration of the vehicle in gear, follovred by
braking at ther¡comfortableÍ automobile rate. The
blue book does note that trucks requÍre longer stop-
ping distances than do automobiles to decelerate for
the sarne difference in speed but finds longer allow-
ances for deceleration Lânes unvrarranted because
"average speeds of trucks are generally lower than
those of passenger cârs.rr Àlthough the green book
does not restate the observation concerning truck
speeds, the newer reco¡nmendations for length of de-
celeration lane are virtually identical to those Ín
the 1965 policy. Further, it appears reasonable to
observe that average truck speeds on U.S. highways
today are at least equal to, and perhaps exceed,
those of âutomobiles.

The study of truck accidents on ra¡nps has indi-
cated caseE in which the deceleratíon lengths avail-
able for trucks appear to be patently inadequate.
The cases in which the problem becomes pronounced
are those in which the ramp Íncorporates a rather
sharp curve right at the end of the deceleration
lane such that the low value of advlsory rarnp speed
¡nust be achieved very quickly after departure frorn
the through roadway. Shown in Figure ? is an exanple
of such an exÍt ramp with a 249-f.t radius and a ¡nax-

O - Other

CURVE OATA

sc = 34r71.05
cc = 30+35.83
o:230
R = 249-ll'
L = 435.22'

TS

FIGURE 7 Layout of ramp with tapered decelcration lane.
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imun superelevation value of 0.08 ft,/ft. The side
friction factor has a peak vaLue of 0.13 at the ad-
visory speed, given a transition that achieves ap-
proxinately 50 percent of the fuII development of
superelevation at the point of curvature. The ta-
pered exit begins 375 ft ahead of the point of cur-
vature and thus requires a no¡ninal deceleration of
0.2I grs even if braking begins immediately on entry
to the curve. the 0.21-9 requirement allows no dis-
tance for delay in brake application beyond the
Ieading edge of the taper and assumes that the vehi-
cle will begÍn decelerating vrhlle still placed fully
in the through lane. According to the ÀÀSHTO recom-
mendations, this deceleration lane is extremely
short and provides onLy approxinately 100 ft of
roâdvray that shouLd be rrcounted" for deceleration in
recognition that the acknowledged decel.eration lane
begins only at the point at which the taper has pro-
gressed 12 ft from the right edge of the through
1ane.

The penalty paid by truckers who fail to achieve
the required speed on entering this curve is, of
course, most likely to be rollover. The accident
data show both roLlover and jackknife accidents oc-
curring right at the beginning of the example curve.
Of course, the jackknife accidents are seen as sim-
ply resulting from the overbraking behavior of truck
drivers who are endeavorÍng to achieve a speed that
is low enough to avoid rollover. Si¡nulatÍon results

I lb.: 4.45 N ,t lt : .3O5 m
t tllsrc = .O3l g's .t rñilh : 1.609 km/h

Uc
Þ-

FIGURE B Vehicle response on entering
35 mph.
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shonn in Figure 8 iLlustrate that a tractor-semi-
trailer carrying freight at a more or less typical
level of Cc (payload mass center at 83 in.) passes
through the curve easily at 25 rnph but barely es-
capes rollover at 35 tnph. Other calculations for the
same vehicle with a high CG (payload at 105 in.)
show that the rí9 rolls over quickly if it enters
t,he ramp at 35 mph. Thus there is no question that
the deceleration task must be accomplished by nost
loaded truck combinations if they are to safely ne-
gotiate curves that, have this degree of demand.

The key issue, then, is the extent to which de-
celeration requirenênts of the level represented in
this case, and more generally of the level implicit
in AÀSHTO policy¡ can be reasonably accomplished by
heavy-duty truck combinations. There is a great deal
of evidence establishing that the braking capability
of heavy-truck combinations is quite low (26r?I.
Even on a dry pavementr a stop at approximately 0.4
grs would be considered a severe braking condition
for a heavy truck. The Federal Motor vehicle safety
standard 121 that requires a deceleration capability
of 0.41 grs for air-braked trucks stopping from 60
mph was seen as imposing a serious challenge to the
state of truck braking technology. Thís standard,
applied to stopping on dry pave¡nentr inplied a brak-
ing efficiency of approximately 50 percent. Further,
because trucks suffer from large variability in the
effectiveness of the basic brake itself, poor main-
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tenance of slack adjustnentr and large variations in
axLe loading depending on the cartage application'
levels of braking efficiency even lovrer than 50 per-
cent are encountered in service.

Under partial- loading conditions, a vehicle can
exhibit both a low level of roll stability and an
extremely poor level of braking capability. In such
cases, the unfavorable distribution of axle loads
rnakes it difficult for the truck to decelerate' even
though the relatively high cG demands that speed be
reduced as reguíred by the curve in order to avoid
rollover. shoern in Figure 9 is a plot of the naximun
deceleration capability of a doubles combination
with a partly loaded rear trailer and a Loaded front
trail-er. To achieve a deceleration level equal to
the 0.21a condition required on the exampLe ranp
(with brakes applied right at the beginning of the
taper) requires a rather substantial peak tire-road
friction level of 0.55. The extrernely poor stopping
capability of this partly loaded vehicle is attrib-
utable to the light load prevailing at the rearmost
axle. As braking is increasecl, the brâke torque
level applied at that axle quickly arrives at the
point of saturating the shear force capability of
the lightly Loaded tires such that an unstable
swinging motion of the second trailer is threatened.
Si¡nilartyr â tractor-semitrailer vrith payload only
in the front portion of the t,railer, or a conpart-
rnented tãnker with fluid emptied from its rear co¡n-
part¡nents' would exhibit very poor stopping perfor-
rnance (co¡nparable with that of the exanple double) r
while also providing a 1ow Level of rollover resis-
tance. Although completely empty truck conbinations
are aLso knoi,¿n to be conspicuously poor in braking
efficiencyr their higher roll stability levels tend
to be sornevrhat compensating (assumÍng that the
driver senses that full deceleration to the value of
the posted ramp speed is not so crucial that he is
pronpted to overbrake).

o.4

o o.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 l.o
LIMIT OF TIRE,/PAVEMENT FRICTION, I¿

FIGURB 9 Maximum deceleration capability of partly loaded

doublcs combination as a function ofthe tile'pavcment friction
level,

The AÀSHTO policy for length of deceleration
lanes cleâr1y provides for more relaxed braking con-
ditions than those requÍred by the exa¡nple ranp, aI-
though trucks rnusc take Iiberties with the design
relative to the expected usage by automobiles. rn
particularr the green book requires that deceler-
ation length be measured on tapered exits beginning
with the point at which 12 ft of taper is achieved.
By this standard, the exarnpte ramp would have been
constructed with the taper beginning approxinately
390 ft sooner than it vras. Trucks that begin braking
right at the taper of such a deceleration lane would
experience onLy a rnoderate braking denand. Taking
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the reconmended lengths of deceleration lanesr gen-
eralLy, truck drivers could make a compromise usage
of the suggested design by simply âppLying brakes
throughout the available length of the lane thus
forsaking the luxury of a 3-sec period for coasting
in gear. By this approach, for exa¡nple, the 490-ft
vatue that the green book recornmends for reducing
speed from 55 to 25 mph erouLd require a steady de-
celeration of 0.16 g's--a level that should be rea-
sonabLy achievable by aLnost all trucks under most
wet and dry conditions.

The primary observation that has been made on the
subject of deceleration lanes pertains to the very
poor stopping capability of ¡nany truck cotnbinat.ions.
clearly, the problem in this regard is analogous to
that encountered with regard to allowances for side
friction fâctor. Namely, design specifications that
are selected to assure comfortable operation of
autonobiLes pose demands that may challenge the con-
trolJ.ability limits of heavy-duty trucks.

high-speed ramps)

Recent findings (29,29) that indicate the potential
for hydroplaning with Iightly loaded truck tires
offer a tikely explanation for loss-of-control prob-
le¡ns that are seen at certain ranp sites in wet
weather. These findings are based on the observation
that at the Light tire loads associated vtith empty
truck combinations the footprint with which a truck
tire contacts the pavement is unusually incapable of
expelling vrater. Accordingly, very IightIy loaded
truck tires are vulnerable to a pronounced traction
deficiency on pavenents on which the water cover
stands sufficiently above the textural asperities.
Because the loss of tire traction on wet surfãces is
clearly nost pronounced when speed is high. poten-
tially troublesome ranps are categorically those
thât have large-radius curves such as at inter-
changes between t$ro high-speed highways. The appli-
cable scenario leading to loss of control involves
an unloaded truck conbinationt a high-speed turn
that also poses a substantial side friction demandi
and poor pavenent texture or water drainage charac-
teristics, or both.

An example ramp site that was found to provide a

dramatic illustration of this phenomenon is sketched
in Figure I0. The rânp constitutes a nearly steady
curve, 2t600 tE in length, which is comprised of two
curve segments of 1.400-ft radius with a 290-ft tan-
gent section connecting the tt9o. The entÍre curved
portion of the ranp plus the 290-ft tangent section
¡,ras superelevated at 0.05 f.E/fE, yielding a side
friction factor of 0.05 at the special truck advi-
sory speed of 45 mph. The evidence suggests, how-
ever, that many truckers sirnply sustain the 55-nph
speed that is posted for other vehicles and thus the
trucks experience a side friction factor of 0.09.

Forty-four loss-of-control accidents occurred at
this site with trâctor-semitrailers during a 2-year
period foltowing operating of the new roâdr'¡ay. ÀlI
44 accidents occurred when the pavenent was wet. The
rate of accidents was so great when wet conditions
prevailed that a number of the accidents rdere wit-
nessed by police officers who were on the scene to
aid in the recovery of another truck that had lost
control. Thirty-two of the accidents at this site
involved tractor jackknife, five cul¡ninated in roll-
over, and seven involved other events such as simply
running off the road or striking a guardrail. The
ramp was resurfaced at the end of this 2-year period
with a high-friction bituminous concrete overlay,
after which the wet-weather accident probLem essen-
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tially disappeared. ÀLthough the police-reported ac-
cident forms provided no note of vehicle loadingr
the large number of Ìoss-of-control incidents that
involved running off the road without rollover sug-
gests that rnany of the se¡nitrailers were lightly
loaded or empty.

Shown in Figure 11 are si¡nulation results illus-
trating the jackknife response of an unloaded trac-
t,or-semitrailer running on the example ranp at a
constant speed of 55 mph. The conditions producing
Loss of control in this example involve the assunp-
tion of a near-hydroplaning level (mu = 0.12) ât the
tractor rear ând trailer tires cornpared with a fric-
tion level at the front tires of 0.50. This pecuLiar
distribution of tire-pavement friction leveIs was
rational-ized on the basis of large differences in
tire load among the respective axles and the corre-
spondÍng irnpJ.ications for friction, consÍdering the
potential for strong hydrodynamic influences (28).
Static Loads on front and rear tires were 41700 and
11300 lb, respectively. The simuLation results indÍ-
cate that if the friction leve1s attain the identi-
fied values, the vehicle beco¡nes sufficiently dis-
turbed in traveling over the superelevated tangent
portion of the curve that a rapid jackknife iliver-
gency is precipitated (on saturating the lateraf
force output of the tractor rear tires).

Although this example simulation illustrates one

Transportat,ion Research Record 1052

possible set of conditions under which accidents
such as those reported could occur, it should be
recognized that braking and steering inputs cou!.d
also disturb the vehicle to precipÍtate the actual
jackknife sequence. That the great majority of the
jackknifed tractor-semitrailers came to rest on the
inside of the turn suggests that the jackknife typi-
cally began when tractor drive wheels r,rere locked'
following which brakes were released, causing the
vehicle to go rapidJ.y in the direction toward which
the tractor had begun to rotate--toward the inside
of the turn.

The item of general importance illustrated in
this case is that heavy-duty vehicles are now known
to be unusual in their potentiâl for loss of control
on wet pavements. Ramps that impose moderate to
Iarge denands for side friction factor while also
permitting high-speed travel nust be maÍntained with
particular attention to pavetnent friction level and
vrater drainage in order to safeJ.y acco¡nmodate
lightly Loaded truck combinations.

Case 5 (curbs placed on the outer side of curved
ranps pose a peculiar obstacle that may trip
and overturn articulated truck cornbinations)

Every truck driver knows that the rear axles on the
traiLing elements of an articulated truck combina-

R - Rollover
J - Jockkn¡fe
O - Olher

CURVE OATA

l) R: |4OO.OO'
L : 972.08'
D:405'

TC: 4 + O9.9O'
CT= 13+81.98'

2) R = laOO.OO'
L : 1645.63'
O = 4o5'

TC: 16+73.09'
cT:35+18.72'

FIGURE l0 Layout of curvcd ramp sitc at which numcrous loss.of-
control accidents occurred with tractor-semitrailers in wet weather.

l
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tion will t,râck inboard of the path of the t,ractor
during lor,r-speed, tÍght-radius turning maneuvers.
'fhis pheno¡nenon has been called low-speed offtrack-
ing and has been recognized as a consideration in
highway design for many years. It has been observed
in recent years, however, that the trailers in trac-
tor-se¡nitrailer and doubles combinat.ions tend torrfling out,r' in a turn as the lateral acceleration
level increases, such thât the rearnost axles nay
actualLy subtend paths that are outboard of those
traced by tractor axles (30). The nagnitude of the
outboard offset in wheelpaths can be of the order of
2 to 3 ft in a steady turn (ë) . tne particular
safety concern that arises fro¡n this behavioral
characteristic is that the rearmost axles may strike
a curb that is situated, on certaÍn ramps, along the
outer side of the curve. Because it is thought that
truck drivers are generally unaware of this so-
called rrhigh-speed offtracking" phenomenon, the
safety problem ¡nay be exacerbated by the harmful
natural instinct of drivers who may tend to steer
close to the outer curb, believing that the trailer
axles always tend to go inboard.

As shor,rn in Figure L2, the trailer attitude asso-
ciated with the outboard offtracking notion is such
that the outer trailer tire approaches the curb at a
sideslip angle, with the tire pointed away from the
curb rather than tor,rard it. Àccordingly, the tire
tends to resist mounting at the curb face. Although
no definitive experiments are known to have been
conducted to examine tire force response under such
curb contact conditions, it appears certain that
large side force levels would be available so that
ro.Llover would be a likety outcone.
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Shown in Figure 13 is â case in which truck ro11-
over accidents appeared to have involved tripping at
an outside curb. The ramp involves tvro 12-ft lanes
that constitute an interchange Leg betereen tvJo urban
expressways. The curve radius of. 374 ft, together
$rith a superelevation of 0.05 and an original rarnp
advisory speed of 35 nph, yielded a side friction
factor of 0.17. The ramp incorporated a cross-sec-
tional design, as shovrn in Figure 14, !¿it,h curbs
provided to assist in channeling water drainage. The
right curb is a nountable type per¡nitting access by
disabLed vehicles to a paved right. shoulder.

This ranp provides, firstr a relatively severe
side friction demand together with the curb that is
within approximately 20 in. of the lane edge along
the outside of the curve. It would appear that, t,ruck
co¡nbinations may have experienced sufficient out-
board offtracking of the trail"er axles¡ because of
the substantial side friction factor, that the rear-
most outer tire struck the rnountable curb. Because
the sideslipping tire, with its inward orientation,
was unable to mount. the curb. a laterâl force re-
sponse developed due to the curb contact and thus
produced the additionaL rolL moment needed to over-
turn the truck co¡nbination.

The practice of building curbs on the outside of
a curved rarnp was among the approved design ap-
proaches cited in the ÀASHO blue book (25). Even on
J.oops or direct connection roadways erith continuous-
curve alignment in one direction, curbs along the
outside edge i{ere justified as providing "an effec-
tive delineator on the high side of the pavement."
In the nore recent green book (1), ÀÀSHTO poJ-icy has
apparently changed such that the use of curbs on ln-
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TRACTOR

WHEELPATHS

\
FIGURB l2 Outboard offtlacking of
sem¡trailer that leads to contnct between
trailel tilcs and an ot¡tside cull¡,

SITE I3

FIGURE 13 Layout of ramp on rvhich curb-contact accidents occurred.
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termediate and higher speed ra¡[ps is not recom-
mended. Indeed, the green book suggests that curbs
be considered only to facilitate particularly diffi-
cu1t, drainage situations. It is clear that the use
of a curb on the high side of a superelevated curve
cannot be rat,ionalized as an aid to drainage.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The study thât led to the findings presented herein
examined individual ranps that had been found to
have numerous truck loss-of-control accidents. A1-
though, on one hand, a nunber of these ramps incor-
porated features t,hat AASHTO policy discourages, it
appears that even the current recommendations of
AASHTO on geomet.ric design will atlow ramps that
severely limit the safety margin available to nany
lìeavy-truck combinations. Indeedr the most useful
aspect of this study. from the viewpoint of the
highway design comnunity, may be simply the illus-
trâtion that truck stability and control leve1s are
low relative to the vehicLe control limits that are
assumed in geometric design. Although it may be i¡n-
practical in certain respect,s to truly design high-
nays so that trucks can be operated as comfortabLy
as automobiles, it does appear rãtionaL to suggest
that highways be designed so that truckers obeying
the post,ed speeds can be assured of nominally safe
travel.

It would also appear beneficial for those nain-
taining the highway system to examine ranp sites
that have frequent truck accidents to determine
whether âny of the peculiar problerns identified here

R - Rollover
0 - Oiher

CURVE OATA

R = 3?4'
L = 697.49'
D = 15" 19'

fC : 17+17.36
cT :24+14.85

FTGURE 14 C.ross section of roâdrvay from ramp site shown in Figure 13.
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might. apply. Although nany of the countermeasures
implicit in the discussion here would involve major
reconstruction of the ra¡np, improved speed advi-
sories, resurfacing, and curb removal are also amonE
the actions that can be taken in certain cases.
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